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1. INTRODUCTION 
Bottom up computing lies at the heart of the deductive databases. It is an indispensable component in 
a bottom up evaluation of queries. It boils down to the problem of computing the closure of a finite 
set of facts under a finite set of rules in a first order language without function symbols. 
In this paper we provide a systematic account of the efficient algorithms for computing this closure. 
To this purpose we reformulate this problem as the problem of computing the least fixpoint of a 
monotonic operator formed in a natural way from the given set of facts and set of rules. 
This allows us to study the original problem in an abstract setting. We identify the general princi-
ples on which these algorithms rely by studying additive operators on complete lattices and their least 
fixpoints. Additivity is a stronger property than monotonicity and turns out to be a key concept in 
these investigations. A study of additive operators is sufficient for handling a special case of the prob-
lem. 
To handle the general case we need to modify appropriately the framework and study certain com-
binations of additive operators. The correctness of derived algorithms is a simple consequence of cer-
tain general theorems concerning powers of additive operators or their combinations. We show that 
some of these algorithms are in a certain sense non-redundant. 
The algorithms obtained, when reformulated in the original context of deductive databases become 
essentially the algorithms proposed in Rohmer, Lescoeur and Kerisit [RLK], Balbin and 
Ramamohanarao [BaR] and elsewhere. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Closures 
Throughout this paper we consider a first order language without function symbols. By a fact we 
mean a ground atom in this language and by a clause a formula in this language of the form 
Ao ~Ai. ... ,Am 
where m~O and each A; is an atom. Such a clause is to be read as "if A i. ... , and An, then A0". 
When m =O we call such a clause a unit clause and when m ~ 1 we call such a clause a rule. 
Let now A be a finite non-empty set of facts and R a finite non-empty set of rules. By the closure 
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of A under R, denoted by C/R(A), we mean the least set of facts containing A and closed under R. A 
set of facts B is closed under R if for any rule A 0~A I> • • • ,Am from R the following closure condi-
tion holds: 
{A1iJ, ... ,AmtJ}cB ~Ao8EB, 
for every ground substitution 8 defined on all variables of A 0~A 1, ••• , Am. A closure is easily seen 
to exist. 
The problem of an efficient computing of the closure C/R(A) is central in the theory of deductive 
databases. When A is the set of facts in the deductive database and R the set of rules, then C/R(A) is 
the intended meaning of this deductive database. While usually computation of the whole set C/R(A) 
is not practical, the computation of C/R,(A') for suitably smaller sets A' and R' derived from A and R, 
turns out to be an essential ingredient of a bottom up evaluation of queries (see e.g. Rohmer, 
Lescoeur and Kerisit [RLK] and Beeri and Ramakrishnan [BR]). 
The problem of an efficient computing of the closure C/R(A) has been extensively discussed in the 
literature (see e.g. Ullman [U] (Chapter 3) and Balbin and Ramamohanarao [BaR] where also previ-
ous references on this subject can be found). 
For a subsequent study of closures we need to introduce some basic concepts concerning mono-
tonic operators and their powers. 
2.2. Powers of monotonic operators 
Let L be a complete lattice with the least element L and ordering C. XU Y stands for the union of 
elements X and Y of L. 
An operator T on L is monotonic if for all X, Y 
X(;;;Y ~ T(X)CT(Y). 
Given a monotonic operator T on L, we define its powers by putting for an element X of L 
TjO(X) = X, 
Tj(n + l)(X) = T(Tjn(X)) for n;;a.O, 
and its cumulative powers by putting 
TftO(X) = X, 
T1)'(n + l)(X) = T(T1)'n(X)) U T1)'n(X) for n ~O. 
We abbreviate Tjn(0) to Tjn and T1)'n(0) to T1)'n. X is called a fixpoint of T if T(X)=X X is 
closed under T if T(X) cX. 
By the Knaster-Tarski theorem every monotonic operator T has the least fixpoint which we denote 
by lfp(T). 
The following straightforward lemma summarizes the properties of powers and cumulative powers 
we shall need later. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a monotonic operator. 
i) For all n~O Tjn C Tj(n + 1). 
ii) If for some n Tjn = Tj(n +I) then for all m >n Tjm = Tjn. 
iii) For all X and n~O T1)'n(X) C T1)'(n + l)(X). 
iv) For all X if for some n T1)'n(X)= T1)'(n + l)(X), then for all m>n T'ftm(X)= T1)'n(X). 
v) If Lis finite then for some n;;a.O lfp(T)= Tjn. 
vi) If L is finite then for some n ;;a.O T1)'n(X) is the least element of L containing X and closed under T. 
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Given now an element Z of L we associate with Tan operator T[Z] defined by 
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T[Z](X) = T(X) U Z. 
When T is monotonic, T[Z] is monotonic, as well and its powers are related to the cumulative powers 
of T by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that T(0)= 0. Then/or all Zand n;..O 
T[Z]t(n + 1) = T1J'n(Z). 
PROOF. We prove by induction on n that for all n ;..O 
T1J'n(Z) {;;; T(T1tn(Z)) U Z. 
The base case is obvious. Assume (*) holds for some n ;..o. Then 
T1t(n + l)(Z) 
(by the induction hypothesis) {;;; 
T(T1tn(Z)) U T1tn(Z) 
T(T1tn(Z)) U T(T1tn(Z))UZ 
T(T1tn(Z)) U Z = 
(by Lemma 1 iii) and monotonicity of 1) {;;; T(T1t(n + IXZ))UZ, 
so (*) indeed holds for all n ;..o. 
We now prove the lemma by induction on n using(*). We have 
T[Z]tl = T[Z](0) 
= T(0)UZ 
(since T(0) = 0)= Z 
= T1J'O(Z) 
which settles the base case. Suppose now that the claim holds for some n ;..o. Then 
T[Z]t(n +2) 
(by the induction hypothesis) = 
(by(*)) 
= 
(by Lemma 1 iii)) 
T[Z](T[Z]t(n +I)) 
T[Z](T1tn (Z)) 
T(T1tn(Z)) U Z 
T(T1tn(Z)) U T1tn(Z) U Z 
T1t(n + l)(Z) U Z 
T1t(n + l)(Z). 0 
(*) 
This lemma shows that when T( 0 )= 0, in order to study the cumulative powers T1tn(Z) of Tit is 
sufficient to study the "usual" powers T[Z]tn of T[Z]. 
2.3. The immediate consequence operator 
To relate these observations to our particular situation we need first to recall some notation and ter-
minology. 
By a logic program we mean a finite, non-empty set of clauses. As in the assumed language there 
are no function symbols, we consider here only a special case of logic programs sometimes called 
datalogs or deductive databases. By Bp we denote the Herbrand base of P, i.e. the set of all ground 
atoms in the language of P. By the assumption Bp is finite. By Tp we denote the immediate conse-
quence operator introduced in Van Em<len and Kowalski [VEK]. Tp is an operator on the complete 
lattice formed from the subsets of Bp ordered by inclusion and is defined as follows: 
Tp(l) = {A: for some Bi. ... ,BnEl A~Bi. ... ,Bn is a ground instance of a clause from P}. 
It is well known and straightforward to prove that Tp is monotonic. 
Let now A be a finite, non-empty set of facts and R a finite, non-empty set of rules. It is an 
immediate consequence of the definitions that the closure C/R(A) is the least subset of Bp containing 
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A and closed under the operator T R. 
The following summarizes the relevant properties of the immediate consequence operator. 
LEMMA 3. 
i) For all subsets I of BRuA 
TR[AKJ)=T1wA(J). 
ii) For all n ;;;;.o 
TRuA j(n + 1) = TR~n(A). 
iii) Cl1t(A)= l.fp(TRuA). 
PROOF. i) Clear, but note that T R is considered here as an operator on a possibly larger lattice con-
sisting of all subsets of BRuA· 
ii) By i) and Lemma 2. Note that T1t(0)= 0. 
iii) By ii) and Lemma l ii), iv) v), vii). D 
Of course iii) can also be proved directly without resorting to Lemm.a 2. 
We thus see that the problem of computing the closure C/R(A) reduces to the problem of comput-
ing the least fix.point of an operator Tp. This leads us to the study of least fix.points of monotonic 
operators in a general setting. In this specific situation the appropriate level of abstraction is achieved 
when studying monotonic operators on products of complete lattices. 
3. ADDITIVE OPERATORS 
Let L 1' ... , Lk> k ;;;;.1, be fixed complete lattices, each with its least element 0 and ordering C. 
From now on L = L 1 X ... X Lk stands for the complete lattice whose domain is the Cartesian product 
of the domains of L 1, •.• , Lk, and whose operations are interpreted componentwise. We use 0 to 
denote the least element of L and C to denote the ordering of the elements of L. The operations of 
U (union) and \ (difference) extend from LI> ... ,Lk to L componentwise. From the context it will 
be always clear to which lattice 0 belongs or on what lattice a particular operation is interpreted. 
We denote the elements of L by X, Y, Z. (X)i stands for the i-th component of X and X[i I Y] for 
the element obtained from X by replacing in it the ith component, (X)i, by (Y)i. 
To every set A there corresponds a complete lattice L(A) whose domain consists of all the subsets 
of A ordered by set inclusion. Later on we shall deal only with such complete lattices or their pro-
ducts. 
Note that using this notation Tp is an operator on L(Bp ). The following notion will play a crucial 
role in our investigations. 
DEFINITION 4. An operator Ton L is additive if for all i, l ~i ~k, X, Y and Z 
T(X[i/YUZ}) = T(X[i/Y])UT(X[i/Z]) 
Thus an additive operator distributes union over all its components. Clearly, every additive operator 
is monotonic but the converse is not true. 
ExAMPLE 5. Consider the complete lattice L ( { 0, l}) and the operator Ton L( { 0, 1}) defined by 
T(0) = 0, 
T({O}) = T({l}) = {O}, 
T({0,1}) = {0,1}. 
Then T is monotonic but not additive. D 
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By the definition of the union operation, the identity operator on L is additive. Other, more interest-
ing additive operators will be studied in Sections 6 and 9. 
The following lemma captures an important property of the additive operators. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose T is additive. Then for all X, Y such that Y~X 
k 
T(X)= U T(X[i!X\Y])UT(Y) 
i=I 
This lemma states that the value of T on X can be computed in terms of values of T on some ele-
ments smaller than X. 
PROOF. We have by additivity 
T(X} = T(Z)whereforj=l,. . .,k (Z)1 = (Y)1U(X\ Y)1 
= U{T(Z): for j= 1,. .. ,k (Z)1 = (Y)1 or (Z)1 = (X\ Y)1} 
k 
= ; ';'1 {T(Z): (Z); = (X\ Y); and for j = \,. . .,k, J-:f::i (Z)1 = ( Y)1 or (Z)1 = (X\ Y)1} U T(Y) 
k 
= ;';'1{T(Z): (Z); = (X\ Y); and for j=l,. .. ,k, J-:f::i (Z)1 = (Y)1 U(X\ Y)1}UT(Y) 
k 
= U T(X[i/ X\ Y])U T(Y). 0 
i=l 
As the identity operator is additive, we obtain as a corollary the equality 
k 
X = U X[i!X\ Y)U Y 
i=I 
where YkX. 
When L is a product of k lattices, each of the form L(A ), then this equality corresponds to the logi-
cal equivalence 
(ai. ... ,ak)EX+-+3i(1 E;;iE;;k /\a; e(X\ Y); /\ 't/j(l E;;jE;;k /\i-:f::J-+a1e(X)1)) 
V(ai. ... ,an)EY where Y~X 
Next lemma improves upon the above lemma by showing that the value of Ton X can be com-
puted in terms of values of T on some elements smaller than X[i IX\ Y] and Y. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose T is additive. Then for all X, Y such that Y k X 
k 
T(X) = U T(R(i,X, Y)) U T( Y) 
i=l 
where 
R(i,X, Y) = X[l/Yl .. [i - l!Yli! X\ Y] 
PROOF. Fix some i, 1 oe;;;; oe;;;k. Consider some Z where (Z1 = (X \ Y); and for j = 1,. .. ,k, i-:f::J 
(Z-h~Y)J or (Z)1=(X\ Y)1. Letj0 be the smallest} such that (Z)1=(X\ Y)J. 
• }oE;;i, 
• for allj, 1E;;j<Jo (Z)1=(Y)j, 
• (Z)1• =(X\ Y)1 •• 
• for allj,j0 <j~k (Z)jk(X)j. 
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Thus Z <:;;;,R(j0 ,X, Y) and consequently 
Now 
T(X) 
i 
Z<:;;;, U R(j,X,Y). 
j=I 
{as in the proof of Lemma 6} 
k 
= . U {T(Z): (Z\ = (X \ Y)i and for j = l, ... ,k, j=/=i (Z)1 = (Y)1 or (Z)1 = (X \ Y)1} U T(Y) 
I== I 
{by monotonicity of T and (*)} 
k i 
<:;;;, U U T(R(j,X,Y))UT(Y) 
i==l j=I 
k 
= U T(R(i,X,Y))UT(Y). 
i == 1 
To prove the inclusion in the other direction first note that for i = I,. . .,k 
R(i,X, Y) <:;;;, X[i/ X\ Y]. 
Thus by the monotonicity of T for i = 1, .. .,k 
T(R(i,X, Y)) <:;;;, T(X[il X\ Y]) 
and the desired inclusion follows by Lemma 6. D 
By the additivity of the identity operator, we obtain as a corollary the equality 
k 
X = U R(i,X, Y)U Y 
i ==I 
where Y<:;;;,X. 
When L is a product of k lattices, each of the form L (A), this equality corresponds to the following 
logical equivalence 
(a1, ... ,an)EX~ 3i(l~i~k 
where Y<:;;;,X. 
/\ "fj(l ,,;;;;,} <i~aj E(Y)j) 
/\aiE(X\ Y)i 
/\ Vj(i<j~k~a1 E(X)j)) 
V(ai, ... ,an)EY 
Call now two elements of X, Y of L disjoint if for some i, 1 :;;;;,i :;;;;,k 
(X)in(Y)i = 0. 
The following observation will be helpful in the next section. 
NoTE 8. Suppose Y <:;;;,X. Then for all i,j = I, .. .,k 
• for i=/=j R(i,X, Y) and R(j,X, Y) are disjoint, 
• R(i,X, Y) and Y are disjoint. 
PRooF. Suppose i <j. Then (R(j,X, Y))i =(Y);. But (R (i,X, Y)); =(X\ Y)i, so 
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(R(i,X,Y));n(R(j,X,Y)); = 0 
and 
(R(i,X, Y))i n(Y); = 0. 0 
The above note in conjunction with Lemma 7 states that for an additive operator T, T(X) can be 
computed in terms of values of T on some elements smaller than X which are pairwise disjoint. 
4. COMPUTING POWERS OF ADDITIVE OPERATORS 
Let T be a monotonic operator on L. We define 
LlTjO = 0, 
LlTj(n + 1) = Tj(n + l) \ Tjn for n ~O. 
As by Lemma 1 we have Tjn C Tj(n + l) for n ~O, LlTjn denotes the increase computed during the 
n-th iteration of T. 
The following theorem shows how Tj(n + l) can be computed using LlTjn when T is additive. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose T is additive. Then for all n ;;;.o 
k 
Tj(n + 1) = . U T(Tjn[il LlTjn]) U Tjn. 
I== I 
PRooF. For n=O the claim clearly holds, so assume that n>O. We have 
Tj(n + 1) 
= T(Tjn) 
{by Lemma 6 with X: = Tjn and Y: = Tj(n + 1)} 
k 
= U T(Tjn[i/ATjn])UT(Tj(n-1)) 
i ==I 
k 
= _U T(Tjn[i!LlTjn])UTjn. 0 
I== I 
We now show that Tj(n + 1) can be computed in a different way which will lead to a more efficient 
algorithm. For the notational purposes we assume that Tj(-1)= 0. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose T is additive. Then for all n ;;;.o 
k 
Tj(n + 1) = U T(S (i,n )) U Tjn, 
i ==I 
where 
S(i,n) = Tjn[l!Tj(n -1)] ... [i -1/Tjn - l)][i/ LlTjn]. 
Thus using the notation of Section 3, 
S(i,n) = R(i,Tjn, Tj(n -1)). 
Note that for i = I, ... ,,k 
S(i,n) C Tjn[il LlTjn ], 
so Tj(n + 1) is now computed in terms of smaller values than those given in Theorem 9. 
(1) 
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PROOF. We leave to the readers checking that the theorem holds for n =O. Assume n>O. We have 
Tf(n + 1) 
= T(Tjn) 
{by Lemma 7 with X:=Tjn and Y:=Tj(n-1)} 
k 
= U T(R(i, Tfn, Tf(n -1)) U T(Tf(n -1)) 
i=l 
{since R(i, Tfn, Tj(n - l))=S(i,n)} 
k 
= U T(S(i,n)) U Tjn. 0 
i=l 
We now show that the arguments of T used in the computation of the sequence Tjn, n =O, 1, ... by 
means of the method given in Theorem 10 are pairwise disjoint. 
LEMMA 11. For all i,j,m,n such that m,n;;;.O, l~i,j~k, if (i,mf:l=(j,n) then S(i,m) and S(j,n) are dis-
joint. 
PRooF. Suppose i=:f=j and m =n. Then by (1) and Note 8 S(i,m) and S(j,n) are disjoint. 
Suppose now that m=:f=n, say m<n. Then, again by (1) and Note 8, S(j,n) and Tj(n -1) are dis-
joint. But 
S(i,m) ~ Tfm ~ Tj(n -1), 
so S (i,m) and S (j,n) are disjoint, as well. 0 
5. ALGORITHMS I 
We now apply the results obtained in the previous section to derive efficient algorithms computing the 
least fixpoint of an additive operator. The following simple observations will be used in the sequel. 
NOTE 12. For a monotonic operator Ton L, for all n ;;;.o 
i) 
Tf(n + 1) = Tjn U ATj(n + 1), 
ii) if ATjn = 0 then Tjn =lfp(T). 0 
We now define for an additive operator T on L 
MTjO = 0, 
k 
MTj(n + l) = .u T(Tjn[i!ATjn]). 
1=! 
NOTE 13. For an additive operator Ton L, for all n ;;;.o 
ATj(n+l) = MTj(n+l)\Tjn. 
PROOF. By Theorem 9. 0 
Assume now that the lattice L is finite and consider a monotonic operator T ,on L. By Lemma 1 
eventually Tjn = Tj(n + l), i.e. eventually ATjn = 0 and then by Note 12 Tjn equals the least 
fixpoint lfp(T) of T. 
The following simple minded algorithm computes the least fixpoint of T using Note 9. We 
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introduce here a variable t to compute Tjn and a variable !::i.t to compute 6.Tjn. Here and in the sub-
sequent algorithms we use the assignments to an auxiliary variable n to express the relevant invariants 
and assertions. The assignments to n do not belong to the algorithm. Formally, this use of auxiliary 
variables to establish correctness of an algorithm is justified by the rule of auxiliary variables of 
Owicki and Gries [OG]. 
Algorithm 1 
{n:=O;} 
t:=0; 
6.t:=0; 
repeat { t = Tjn Ab..t = .6.Tjn} 
6.t: = T(t) \ t; 
t: = t Ub..t; 
{n:=n+l} 
until b..t= 0 
{t=TjnAb..Tjn = 0} 
{t=@(T)} 
When T is additive we can use Theorem 9 to compute its least fixpoint more efficiently. To this pur-
pose we additionally introduce a variable Mt to compute 6.6.Tjn. This algorithm relies on Notes 12 
and 13. 
Algorithm 2 
{n: =O;} 
t:=0; 
6.t:= 0; 
Mt:=0; 
repeat { t = Tfn Ab..t = 6.Tjn} 
i:= l; 
i-1 
while i=f=k + 1 do {Mt=. U T(Tjn[i I b..Tjn]} 
1 =I 
b..6.t: = 6.6.t U T(t [i I b..t]) 
i: =i +I 
od; {Mt=MTj(n+l)} 
!::i.t: =6.b..t \ t; 
t:=tUb..t; 
.6..6.t: = 0; 
{n:=n+l} 
until 6.t = 0 
{t = Tjn Ab..Tjn = 0} 
{t=?ffi(T)} 
A more efficient version is obtained when using Theorem 10. To this purpose we now use the variable 
k 
Mt to compute U T(S(i,n)). Additionally, we introduce a variable s to maintain Tj(n -1) when 
i=l 
computing Tj(n + l ). The algorithm relies on the following observation. 
NOTE 14. For an additive operator Ton L, for all n;;;;:.O 
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k 
!::.Tj(n + 1) = U T(S(i,n)) \ Tjn. 
i=I 
PROOF. By Theorem 10. 0 
Algorithm 3 
{n:=O}; 
s:=0; 
t:= 0; 
11t:=0; 
11!::.t:= 0, 
repeat { s = Tj(n - 1 )/\t = Tjn /\!::.t = !::.Tjn} 
i = l; 
i-1 
while i=/=k + 1 do {!::.!::.t= _U T(S(i,n))} 
1=1 
Mt: =!::.!::.t U T(t[lls] ... [i -1/s][i/lir]) 
i: =i + 1 
k 
od;{Mt = .u T(S(i,n))} 
1=! 
s:=t; 
!::.t:=Mt\t; 
t:=tUM; 
Mt:=0; 
{n:=n+l} 
until !it= 0 
{t=Tjn/\!::.Tfn= 0} 
{t=ljp(T)} 
To avoid repeated computing of expressions of the form t [I Is] ... [ i - 1/ s ][ i I !::.t ] used in the inner 
loop, we introduce a variable u to maintain this expression. This leads to the following improved ver-
sion of the previous algorithm. 
Algorithm 4 
{n:=O}; 
s:=0; 
t:=0; 
!::./:=0; 
Mt:=0; 
repeat {s= Tj(n - l)/\t=Tjn /\!::.t =11Tfn} 
i:= l; 
u:=t[i!!::.t]; 
i-1 
while i=l=k +I do {!::.!::.t= _U T(S(j,n))/\u=S(i,n)} 
1=1 
!::.!::.t: =11!::.t U T(u); 
u: =u[i!s][i + 11!::.t]; 
i:=i+l 
k 
od;{!::.11t= .u T(S(j,n))} 
1=1 
s:=t; 
!it: =!::.!::.t \ t; 
t:=tU!::.t; 
Mt:=0; 
{n:=n+l} 
until b.t= 0 
{t=Tjn/\.6.Tjn = 0} 
{t =lfp(T)} 
6. COMPUTING LEAST FIXPOINTS IN DEDUCTIVE DATABASES l 
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To apply these algorithms to deductive databases consider a logic program P. Let p 1, ••• ,pm be all 
relation symbols appearing in P. For a relation symbol r appearing in P denote by [r] the set of all 
ground atoms in the Herbrand universe of P whose relation symbol is r. 
Subsets of [r] form a complete lattice L ([r ]). Denote L ([pi]) by Li and, as in Sections 2-4 
L 1 X ... XL,,, by L. Clearly L is isomorphic with L(Bp ), with an element (I 1, ••• Jm) of L mapped to 
m 
the element .u Ji of L(Bp). Thus the immediate consequence operator Tp can be viewed as an opera-
' =I 
tor on L. 
To compute the least fix.point of Tp we would like to use the algorithms developed in the previous 
section. Unfortunately, under the above interpretation, Tp is not additive. 
ExAMPLE 15. Consider a program P consisting of a single clause p 2~p 1 (l),p 1 (2). Then 
L = L([pi])XL([p2]) and 
Tp({p1(1)}, 0) = 0, 
Tp({p 1(2)}, 0) = 0 
whereas 
Tp({p1(1), p1(2)}, 0) = {pi}. 
Thus Tp is not additive. 0 
However, under certain natural restriction Tp is additive. 
DEFINITION 16. We call a program P normal when no relation symbol occurs twice in a hypothesis of 
a clause from P. 
THEOREM 17. For a normal program P, Tp is additive. 
PROOF. Consider a union T 1 U T2 of two operators T 1 and T2 on L defined by 
T1 U T2(X) = T1(X)U T2(X). 
Note that a union of two additive operators is additive and that for a program P 1 UP2 
Tp, UP, = Tp, u Tp,. 
Moreover when P 1 UP 2 is normal, then both P 1 and P 2 are normal. 
So it suffices to prove that for a normal program P consisting of a single clause, Tp is additive. 
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader. 0 
Thus for a normal program P we may use the algorithms given in the previous section to compute the 
least fix.point of Tp. However, to consider the general case we have to modify appropriately our 
theory. To this purpose we shall need to consider in Section 8 a more complex situation when the 
operator of interest is defined as an appropriate composition of additive operators. 
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7. OPTIMIZATIONS AND NON-REDUNDANCY l 
The algorithms we presented in Section 5 can be somewhat improved when some information about 
the form of the operator T is available. We introduce the following notion. 
DEFINITION 18. An operator Ton Lis strict if for all i, l ,,;;;.i ,,;;;.k and X 
T(X[il 0]) = 0. 
Thus a strict operator yields the least element when applied to an argument with a component con-
sisting of the least element. 
Suppose now that for some additive and strict operator V and an element Z, T = V[Z], i.e. 
for all X 
T(X) = V(X)UZ. 
Then we can compute least fix.point of T more efficiently by avoiding the repeated generation of Z 
during the computation of the powers of T. Instead Z can be generated once - at the beginning of the 
computation. This form of computing amounts to a computation of the cumulative powers of V start-
ing at Z. Formally, this relationship is expressed in Lemma 2 which applies here as by strictness 
V(0)=0. 
Assuming the above form of T, in case of Algorithm 2 we obtain the following improvement: 
Algorithm 5 
{n:=l;} 
t:=Z; 
/::,.t:=Z; 
Mt:=Z; 
repeat {t = Ttn /\At =LlTtn} 
i := 1; 
i-1 
whilei#=k+l do {AAt=_U T(Ttn[i!i1Tjn]} 
1=1 
Mt: =LlAt U V(t[il At]) 
i:=i+l 
od; {Mt =/::,./::,.Tt(n + 1)} 
/::,.t:=/::,./::,.t\t; 
t: =t U/::,.t; 
/::,.l::..t:=Z; 
{n:=n+l} 
until At= 0 
{t =Ttn /\/::,.Tjn = 0} 
{t =l.fp(T)} 
This algorithm can be justified by relying on the correctness of Algorithm 2 and on the form of T. 
Note that by the strictness of V we have Tjl =Z. 
Oearly it is superfl.ous to apply a strict operator to arguments with a component equal 0. We now 
modify the above algorithm so that such applications of V do not arise. To this purpose it suffices to 
replace the assignment 
Mt = MtU V(t[i!At]) 
by 
if'v'j(I~j,,;;;.k~(t[i!At])j#=0) then li/::,.t:=t:...lu V(t[i!At]). 
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Some obvious improvements are possible here and left to the reader. They involve computing the 
sets of coordinates i for which (t)i = 0 and for which (iit);=tf: 0 in front of the while loop. 
The same modifications can be applied to Algorithms 3 and 4. In case of Algorithm 4 we obtain the 
following 
Algorithm 6 
{n:=l;} 
s:=0; 
t:=Z; 
6.t: =Z; 
Mt:=Z; 
repeat {s = Tj(n -1)/\t = Tjn /\At =6.tjn} 
i: = l; 
u:=t[iliit]; 
i-1 
wbilei=t=k+l do {6.At= U T(S(j,n))/\u=S(i,n)} 
1=1 
if 'Vj(l ~j~k~(u)1=tf:0) then AAt: =Mt u V(u); 
u:=u[i/s][i + 116.t]; 
i:=i+l; 
k 
od; {Mt= _U T(S(j,n))} 
1=1 
s :=t; 
At: =116.t \ t; 
t: =tu .1.t; 
Mt:=Z 
{n:=n+l} 
until !it= 0 
{ t = Tjn 1\.1.Tjn = 0} 
{t =lfp(T)} 
Also here some obvious improvements are possible. For example, during the first iteration through 
the repeat loop s = 0, so the while loop, can be terminated after the first iteration. 
We would like now to show that the last algorithm is in some sense non-repetitive, that is, it leads 
to a computation in which the operator Vis continuously applied to "new" arguments. 
To make this idea more precise we need to assume that each lattice Li is of the form L(Ai) for 
some finite set Ai. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 19. Suppose an operator Ton Lis additive and for all i, l~i~k, (X);=tf:0. Then 
T(X) = LJ {T({a}): aEX}. 
PROOF. Suppose that for some Y and some i, l~i~k, (Y);={a 1, ••• ,am}, where m;;;;.I. Then by 
additivity 
m 
T(Y) = LJ T(Y[il{a1}]). 
j=I 
Using this formula m times we obtain the desired conclusion. D 
This lemma shows that an additive operator when applied to arguments with all components different 
from 0 is determined by its values on singletons. 
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Consider now Algorithm 6. Because of the conditonal assignment introduced within the while loop, 
the operator Vis applied only to arguments with all components different from 0. This means that in 
an execution of Algorithm 6 repetitions might arise if V were applied to two elements of L which, in 
the sense of Section 2, are not disjoint. Indeed, using the formula stated in Lemma 19, V would be 
then applied at least twice to the same singleton arguments. 
It is easy to show that such repetitions cannot arise here. To this purpose it suffices to note that in 
Algorithm 6. V is applied exclusively to the arguments of the form S (i,n }, each time for a different 
pair (i,n). The desired conclusion now follows from Lemma 19. 
When trying to apply the above findings to deductive databases we have to exercise some care. It is 
easy to see that Tp=TR[A], where 
R = {C: C is a rule, CeP} 
A = {A : A is a ground instance of a unit clause from P }. 
When R is normal, by Theorem 17, TR is additive. However, TR does not need to be strict, even for 
a normal R. 
ExAMPLE 20. Consider a program P consisting of a single clause p2~p 1 (1). Then P is normal but Tp 
is not strict. Indeed, for the element ({p 1(1}}, .0) of L(fpi]}XL(fp2]) we have 
Tp({p1(l)}, .0) = {p2}· D 
Thus, even for normal programs P we cannot use Algorithms 5 and 6. It is possible to restrict the 
class of considered programs even further to ensure strictness. 
DEFINITION 21. We call a program P rich if in every hypothesis of a clause from P all relation sym-
bols of P occur. 
THEOREM 22. For a rich program P, Tp is strict. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
Thus when the set of rules occurring in P is normal and rich, we can apply Algorithms 5 and 6 to 
compute the least fixpoint of P. We now consider a more general set up which will allow us to handle 
arbitrary programs. 
8. CoMPUTING POWERS OF COMBINATIONS OF ADDITIVE OPERATORS 
Consider now (m;;;a,1) operators Ti. ... , Tm such that for i = l,. .. ,m 
T;:4~L. 
where 
4 =Li, Ix ... XL;,k, 
(*) 
with each L;,j being equal to some L/(i,j) where Iq(i,j)'lf!;;,k and k;;;;a,O. When k;=O, T; becomes a 
constant. 
Each Ti induces an operator T; on L. To define T; we first associate with each element X from L 
an element { X}; from L; by putting 
{ X}; = ((X);,, , ... ,(X);,k), 
where (X);,j stands for (X)f(i,j)· We now define 
T;(X) = T;({X};). 
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Suppose now that an operator Ton Lis defined as a union of the operators T1, ••• , Tm, i.e. suppose 
that for all X from L 
m 
T(X) = i';Jl T;(X). (**) 
We are interested in computing the least fixpoint of T when each operator T; is additive. (It is clear 
how to extend the definition of additivity to the operators of the form of T;). Note that then T is 
monotonic. 
To this purpose we prove results analogous to Theorems 9 and 10. In what follows we assume that 
T is defined by (**) where each operator T; is of the form (*). 
THEOREM 23. Suppose that each T; for i = l, ... ,m is additive. Then for all n;;;;.O 
m k, 
Tj(n + 1) = . U _U T;({Tjn };[j I { LlTjn };]) U Tjn. 
1=!1=1 
As the notation becomes by now cryptic let us explain the meaning of the argument 
{ Ttn };I/ I { ~Tjn };] 
of T;. It is obtained by replacing in the element 
((Tin);, 1, •.• , (Tjn );,k,) 
of L; thej-th component by ({~Tjn};)1 . Note that ({~Tjn};)1 equals (~Tjn);,1 . 
PROOF. For n =0 both Tjn = 0 and ~Ttn = 0, so 
m k, 
U U T;({TjO};[j/ {~TjO};]) U TjO 
i=lj=I 
m k, 
= U U T;({ 0 };) 
i=lj=I 
m 
= U T;(0) 
i =I 
{by(**)} 
= T(0) 
= Tjl 
Assume now that n >0. We have 
Tj(n + 1) 
T(Tjn) 
{by(**)} 
m 
= U T;(Tjn) 
i =I 
m 
= _U T;({Tjn };) 
i =I 
{by Lemma 3 with T: =T;, X:= {Tin}; and Y: = {Tj(n -1)};} 
m k, 
= U ( U T;({Tjn };[j/{~Tjn }d) U T;({Tj(n -1)};)) 
i=l j=l 
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m ~ m 
= .u .u T;({Ttn};LJ!{iiTtn};]) U .u T;(Tt(n -1)) 
1=11=1 1=1 
{by(**)} 
m ~ 
= .u .u T;({Ttn};LJ!{aTtn};]) u Ttn. D 
1=11=1 
THEOREM 24. Suppose that each T; for i = 1, ... ,m is additive. Then for all n ;;;;i.Q 
m k, 
Tt(n + 1) = U U Tj(U(i,j,n)) U Ttn, 
i=lj=I 
where for i = l, ... ,m andj = l, ... ,k; 
U(i,j,n) = {Ttn };[ll{Tt(n -1)};] ... LJ-l!{Tt(n - l)};]LJ!{aTtn }J 
It is helpful to note that U(i,j,n) is obtained from the element { Ttn}; of L; by replacing the first 
component by (Tt(n -1));, i. ... , the j- lst component by Tt(n -1));,j-I and the j-th component 
by (aTtn);,j- Thus, using the notation of Section 2, 
U(i,j,n) = R(j, {Ttn };, {Tt(n -1)};). (***) 
PROOF. It is straightforward to check that for n =O the theorem holds as for n =O U(i,j,n)= { 0 };. 
Suppose that n>O we have 
Tt(n +l) 
= T(Ttn) 
{by(**)} 
m 
= U T;(Ttn) 
i=I 
m 
= ;~i T;({Ttn};) 
{by Lemma 4 with T:=T;, X:={Ttn}; and Y: =Tt(n -l)}i} 
m k, 
= _U (,U T;(U(i,j,n)) U T;({Tt(n -1)};)) 
1=11=1 
{by(**), as in the proof of Theorem 18} 
m k, 
= U U T;(U(i,j,n)) U Ttn. D 
i = lj =l 
We now show that for each i = l, ... ,m, the arguments of T; used in the computation of the sequence 
Ttn, n =0,1, ... by means of the method given in Theorem 24 are pairwise disjoint. 
LEMMA 25. For all i,j1>h. ni. n2 such that l:E;;;i:E;;;m, n 1, n2;;;;i.O, and l:E;;;ji,ji:E;;;k;, if (J1>ni)=l=(J2,n2) 
then U(i,ji,n 1) and U(i,ji,n 2) are disjoint. 
PROOF. Suppose j 1=1=h and n1 =n2. Then by(***) and Note 8 U(i,ji,n 1) and U(i,ji,n 2) are dis-
joint. 
Suppose now that n1=/=n 2, say n 1 <n2. Then again by (***) and Note 8, U(i,ji,n2) and 
{Tt(n2 -1)}; are disjoint. But 
U(i,ji.n1) k {Ttni}; k {Tt(n2-l)}; 
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9. ALGORITHMS II 
We now apply the results obtained in the previous section to derive efficient algorithms computing the 
least fix.point of an operator Ton L defined by(**). 
We assume that the lattice L is finite. The first algorithm is obtained by using Theorem 23. We 
introduce a variable t to compute Ttn, a variable At to compute ATtn, and a variable /J..At to compute 
m k, 
_U U T,-({Ttn}i[j/{ATtn};]. 
1=! 1=1 
We use the following observation. 
NoTE 26. Suppose that each T; for l = 1, ... ,m is additive. Then for all n ~O 
m k, 
ATt(n +l) = _U _U Ti({Ttn};l/l{ATtn};]\ Ttn. 
1=! j=l 
PROOF. By Theorem 23. 0 
Algorithm 7 
{n:=O;} 
t:=0; 
At:=0; 
AAt:= 0; 
repeat { t = Ttn /\!1t = ATtn} 
i:= l; 
i-1 k, 
whilei=t6:m+l do {AAt= U U T1({Ttn}l[j/{LlTtn}i]} 
/=! 1=1 
j:=l; 
while j =t6:ki + l do 
od; 
AAt:=M1t U T; ({t};l//{ilt}i]); 
j:=j+l 
i: =i + 1 
m k, 
od; {Mt= U U Ti({Ttn}1[j/{ATfn};]} 
i=lj=l 
11t:=l111t\t; 
t:=t UAt; 
/J..At:= 0; 
{n:=n+l} 
until 11t= 0 
{t=Ttn/\ATfn = 0} 
{t=!fj>(T)} 
The next algorithm is obtained by using Theorem 24. We now use the variable Mt to compute 
U tJ Ti(U(i,j,n)) and introduce a variables to maintain Tf(n -1) while computing Tf(n + 1). We 
i=lj=l 
use the following observation. 
NOTE 27. Suppose that each T; for i = 1, ... ,m is additive. Then for all n ~O 
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m k, 
ATj(n +I) = .u .u T;(U(i,j,n)) \ Tjn. 
1=11=I 
PROOF. By Theorem 19. 0 
Algorithm 8 
{n:=O}; 
s:=0; 
t:=0; 
At:=.0; 
Mt:=0; 
repeat {s=Tj(n -1)/\t= Tjn/\At=ATjn} 
i:= l; 
i-1 k, 
while i=;i!:m + 1 do {Mt= U U T1(U(l,j,n))} 
/=lj=l 
j:=l; 
while j=;i!:k; + 1 do 
Mt: =Mt U T; ({t};[l/ {s }iJ, .. LJ- II {s };] [j I {At};]); 
j:=j+l 
od; 
i: =i + 1 
m k, 
od; {Mt =.U .u T;(U(i,j,n))} 
1=l1=l 
s:=t; 
At:=Mt\t; 
t:=tUM; 
Aru:=.0; 
{n:=n+l} 
until At= 0 
{t=Tjn!\ATjn= 0} 
{t =ifjJ(T)} 
Analogously as in Section 5, to avoid repeated computing of expressions of the form {t};[l/{s};]. .. 
[j - II { s }; JU I {At};] used in the inner loop, we introduce an array variable u to maintain in each u [i] 
for i = l, ... ,m the above expression. This leads to the following improvement. 
Algorithm 9 
{n:=O}; 
s:=0; 
t:=0; 
At:=.0; 
Mt:=0; 
repeat {s = Tj(n -1)/\t= Tjn /\At=ATjn} 
i:= I; 
i-1 k, 
while i:;i!:m+l do {AM= U .u T1(U(l,j,n))} 
l=l1=I 
j:=l; 
u[i]: = {t };[j I {At};]; 
whilej=;i!:k;+l do {u[i]=U(i,j,n)} 
Mt: =Mt U T;(u[i]); 
u [i]: =u[i] [j I {s };] [j +II {At};]; 
j:=j+l 
od; 
i:=i +I 
m k, 
od; {aat = .u .u T;(U(i,J,n))} 
i=l1=I 
s:=t; 
at:=Mt\t; 
t: =t uat; 
Mt:=0; 
{n:=n+l} 
until flt= 0 
{t=TjnJ\ATjn= 0} 
{t=!fP(T)} 
10. COMPUTING LEAST FIXPOINTS IN DEDUCTIVE DATABASES JI 
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We now show that we can apply the algorithms developed in the previous section to deductive data-
bases. As opposed to Section 6 we consider here an arbitrary case. Assume a program P with relation 
symbols p1, .. . •Pk and adopt the notation of Section 6. Consider a clause C of P of the form 
A~A 1 , ••• ,An. 
Let r1, ... ,rn be the relation symbols appearing in A i. ... ,An, respectively; ri> ... ,rn do not need 
to be pairwise different. Each r; equals some pj, say PJ(i)· 
The clause C induces an operator Tc from L/(I) X ... XLJ<n> into L defined as follows: 
Tc(Ji. ... ,In)= {B: for some B1 Eli. ... ,BnEln, B~Bi. ... ,Bn is a ground instance of C}. 
The following observation will be crucial in the sequel. 
NOTE 28. For each clause C the operator Tc is additive. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
Given now a program P={Ci. ... ,Cm} consider the sequence of operators Tc,, ... ,Tc. from 
appropriate product lattices into L. As in Section 7 each operator Tc, induces an operator Tc, on L. 
The following lemma relates the immediate consequence operator Tp to the operators Tc,, ... , Tc.· 
LEMMA 29. For a program P ={C1, ... ,Cm} 
m 
Tp(I) = U Tc,(J) 
i=l 
for every Herbrand interpretation I of P. 
PROOF. It suffices to observe that for i = 1, ... ,m 
Tc,(J) = {B: for some B 1, ... ,Bnel, B~B 1 , ... ,Bn is a ground instance of C;}. 0 
This means that for a program P we can compute the least fix.point of Tp using the algorithms given 
in the last section. 
Algorithm 7 then becomes essentially the algorithm proposed in Rohmer, Lescoeur and Kerisit 
[RLK] (see also Ullman [U] (Chapter 3)), whereas Algorithm 8 becomes essentially the algorithm pro-
posed in Balbin and Ramamohanarao [BR]. 
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11. OPTIMIZATIONS AND NON-REDUNDANCY II 
As in Section 7 we would like now to consider some specialized versions of the algorithms, this time 
of Algorithms 7,8,9. It is clear how to extend the definition of strictness to the operators of the form 
of T;. 
Suppose now that m =m 1 +m2, with m1>0 and m2;;a.O, where for i =I, ... ,mi, k;>O and T; is 
strict, and for i=mi. ... ,m1+m2, k;=O. Then each Ti, for i=m1+l, ... , m1 +m2, is a con-
stant. 
We can then compute the least fixpoint of the operator T defined by(**) more efficiently by avoid-
ing the repeated generation of Tm,+ 1, ... , Tm, +m, during the computation of the powers of T, and 
instead generating them only once, at the beginning of the computation. 
We consider here only the appropriate modification of Algorithm 9 leaving similar modifications of 
Algorithms 7 and 8 to the reader. The following observation will be needed here. 
NOTE 30. Assume the notation of Theorem 24. Then for j =2, ... ,k; the following implication 
holds: 
(U(i,j,n))J-I = 0-+Vh(j<h<.k;-+(U(i,h,n))J-I = 0) 
PROOF. By definition for h = j, ... , k; 
(U(i,h,n))1-1 = (Tt(n -1));,J-I· D 
Let 
m1 +m2 
Z = U T;. 
i=m,+I 
The following algorithm is obtained by using Note 30 together with the assumption that each opera-
tor T;, for i = 1, ... , m1, is strict 
Algorithm I 0 
{n:=l;} 
s:=0; 
t:=Z; 
At:=Z; 
6.6./:=Z; 
repeat {s =Tt(n -1)/\t =Ttn/\6.t =ATtn} 
i:=l; 
i-1 k, 
while i=fom 1 +1 do {6.6./= U U T1(U(/,j,n))UZ} 
/=lj=I 
j:=l; 
u[i]: = {t},I/ I {At};]; 
if V/(l <./ <.k;-+(u[i Dt=I= .0) then 
while j=/=k; + 1/\(j=1 V(u[i])1_1 ::fo0} do { u[i]= U(i,j,n); 
if (u[i])1::fo0 then 11!::..t = 
!::..At U T(u[i]); 
u[i]: =u[i]I/ l{s };]I/+ 11 {At};]; 
j:=j+l 
od; 
i:=i+l; 
m k 
od; {A/it=. U .u T(U(i,j,n})} 
1=111=1 
s:=t; 
At:=Mt\t; 
t :=tUAt; 
AAt:=Z; 
{n:=n+l} 
until At= 0 
{t =Ttn l\ATtn = 0} 
{t =lfp(T)} 
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As in Section 7 we would like now to show that in some sense Algorithm 10 is non-redundant, 
which should be now interpreted as a statement that it leads to a computation in which each of the 
operators Ti. . .. ,Tm, is continuously applied to new singleton arguments. Again, to make this idea 
precise, we assume that each lattice L; is of the form L(A;) for some finite set A;. 
Because of the introduced modifications, each operator Ti is applied only to the arguments with all 
components different from 0. Moreover, all these arguments are of the form U(i,j,n), each time for 
a different pair (j,n ). The desired conclusion now follows by Lemma 25 in conjunction with Lemma 
19. 
To apply these finding to deductive databases it suffices to note the following. 
THEOREM 31. 
i) For a unit clause C, Tc is a constant. In fact, 
Tc = {A : A is a ground instance of C}. 
ii) For a rule C, Tc is strict. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
Thus, given a program P (with at least one rule) we can use Algorithm 10 to compute the least 
fixpoint of Tp by putting 
Z = U {Tc: C is a unit clause} 
and choosing for Ti. ... ,Tm, the operators Tc with C ranging over all rules from P. 
Admittedly, Algorithms 7-10 are not too easy to grasp because of the (difficult to avoid) notational 
problems. However, when applied to logic programs these algorithms are actually quite easy to under-
stand and analyze. Consider the following, well known program computing in a relation tr the transi-
tive closure of a relation r. 
P =AU 
{tr(x,y) ~ r(x,y), 
tr(x,y) ~ tr(x,z), tr(z,y)}, 
where A is a finite, non-empty set of ground unit clauses using the relation r. Then a modificatio~ of 
Algorithm 7 along the lines suggested at the beginning of this section leads after some obvious 
simplifications to the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 11 
s:= 0; 
tr:=A; 
Atr:=A; 
AAtr:=A; 
repeat 
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Mtr: =Mtr U Atr(x,z) 1:><1 tr(z,y)U tr(x,z) 1:><1 Atr(z,y) 
s:=tr; 
Atr: = Mtr \ tr; 
tr: =tr U Atr; 
Mtr:=A 
until Atr= 0 
Here the use of variables together with the join operation 1:><1 is used to express the appropriate set 
operations on relations. 
In turn, Algorithm 10 leads to a modification of the above algorithm with the second assignment to 
Mtr replaced by 
AAtr : = Mtr U Atr(x,z) 1:><1 tr(z,y)U s (x,z) 1:><1 Atr(z,y). 
This modification is non-repetitive, as we have shown on an abstract level. 
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